Wolf's Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is a full synthetic automatic transmission fluid with universal applications and is the newest and most dynamic member of Wolf's Head's family of high performance automatic transmission fluids. Because it may be used in virtually every automatic transmission on the road today, including the new continuously variable transmissions (CVT) and those transmissions that require slip-lock fluid technology; this high-quality product is the ATF inventory optimizer. It is a special blend of synthetic base oils coupled with a multi-functional additive system to provide unsurpassed protection and reliable performance for all types of automatic transmissions, power steering units and hydraulic systems manufactured by virtually all of the automotive and transmission manufactures from around the world - the one fluid that replaces the confusion about which fluid to use in a multitude of automatic transmissions.

Wolf's Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is such a superior transmission fluid that it may be used wherever established fluids are required or specified by American OEMs including General Motors approved Dexron® fluids including Dexron®III; Ford Motor Company’s Merccon® approved fluids including Merccon®V; Chrysler approved fluids including ATF Plus +4. Wolf’s Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is compatible with traditional automatic transmission fluids whether used as a top-off or in a complete fluid change. Wolf’s Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is a premium multifunctional fluid offering excellent year-round protection, superior high-temperature and low-temperature operation, enhanced CVT and slip-lock performance, better anti-shudder protection long-life with extended drain capabilities.

Some performance levels are limited by viscosity grades. Please consult the Wolf’s Head Performance Application Chart, the Wolf’s Head Inspection Data Table for the appropriate application questions.

Some performance levels are limited by viscosity grades. Please consult the Wolf’s Head Performance Application Chart, the Wolf’s Head Inspection Data Table for the appropriate application questions.
Wolf’s Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid

is a full synthetic automatic transmission fluid with universal applications and is the newest and most dynamic member of Wolf’s Head’s family of high performance automatic transmission fluids. Because it may be used in virtually every automatic transmission on the road today, including the new continuously variable transmissions (CVT) and those transmissions that requires slip-lock fluid technology; this high-quality product is the ATF inventory optimizer. It is a special blend of synthetic base oils coupled with a multi-functional additive system to provide unsurpassed protection and reliable performance for all types of automatic transmissions, power steering units and hydraulic systems manufactured by virtually all of the automotive and transmission manufactures from around the world – the one fluid that replaces the confusion about which fluid to use in a multitude of automatic transmissions.

Wolf’s Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is such a superior transmission fluid that it may be used wherever established fluids are required or specified by American OEMs including General Motors approved Dexron® fluids including Dexron®VI; Ford Motor Company’s Mercon® approved fluids including Mercon®VI; Chrysler approved fluids including ATF Plus +4. Wolf’s Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is engineered to meet the stringent demands of transmissions manufactured by BMW, Honda, Mercedes Benz, Mitsubishi and Toyota. Extensive laboratory and field testing has proven this superior automatic transmission fluid meets or exceeds the performance requirements of automatic transmissions manufactured by American, European, Japanese, Korean, and many other vehicle manufacturers around the world - it is truly universal and truly the one fluid you can use worldwide.

Wolf’s Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is compatible with traditional automatic transmission fluids whether used as a top-off or in a complete fluid change. Wolf’s Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is a premium multifunctional fluid offering excellent year-round protection, superior high-temperature and low-temperature operation, enhanced CVT and slip-lock performance, better anti-shudder protection long-life with extended drain capabilities.

PERFORMANCE APPLICATION CHART

The chart below lists suitable for use applications

Some performance levels are limited by viscosity grades. Please consult the Wolf’s Head Performance Application Chart, the Wolf’s Head Inspection Data Table for the appropriate Wolf’s Head Product or contact your Wolf’s Head District Manager for more complete information and recommendations.

*The Wolf's Head Super Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is a dynamic, multifunctional fluid. This product will continue to meet the performance requirements of most worldwide manufactures/transmissions, even if they are not listed above. Please contact your District Manager with specific application questions.
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